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Introduction and main emphasis: 
Enhanced political legitimacy required for RBNZ’s role in regulation 
 
I am an expert on the politics of financial crises (Thirkell-White 2005) (Thirkell-White 2009) 
and on the relationship between technocratic decision-making and democratic control in 
financial governance (Thirkell-White 2018). This submission is primarily concerned with the 
Reserve Bank’s role in prudential regulation, though I also comment on some other related 
issues. 
 
Section One provides a proposal for enhanced democratic oversight of the Bank’s regulatory 
role, including the principles on which this proposal is based. Section Two then sets out 
institutional implications, following the order set out in the consultation paper. 
 
The rest of this introduction explains the broad perspective that has driven this submission. 
 
New challenges: Enhancing political legitimacy whilst preserving operational independence 
 
Following global trends, the Reserve Bank’s role in prudential regulation (including 
macroprudential regulation) has become much more significant than was anticipated when 
the current framework was developed in 1989.1  
 
The ‘new central banking’ is significantly different to the traditional role of setting monetary 
policy through interest rates. There is also, therefore, significant need for reform in the 
RNZB’s governance and delineated powers. In particular, its new roles is less comfortably 
‘technical’: 
 

o the issues involved are simply more complex, which also implies more value 
judgements and trade-offs 

o the economics is less certain and more contested 
o results are hard to measure in straightforward, objective ways 
o and the choices made have more direct and divisive distributional 

consequences 
 

These issues are global and, in a wide range of jurisdictions, highly orthodox economists and 
policy-makers have become increasingly concerned about the implications for central bank 
legitimacy (Eichengreen, El-Erian et al. 2011; Reichlin and Baldwin 2013; Buiter 2014; IMF 
2014; Balls, Howat et al. 2016; Tucker 2018).  Alan Blinder’s comprehensive global survey of 
Central Bankers and relevant academics following the crisis found that 94% of academics 
believed their central bank had been criticised for ‘crossing the line’ into political territory 
during the crisis, with over 70% seeing this as ‘serious criticism’. 50% of Central Bankers also 
acknowledged this problem with around 30% seeing it as serious. (Admittedly the problems 
were much more severe for banks that, unlike New Zealand, adopted QE) (Blinder, Ehrmann 
et al. 2017). In the UK and US Central Bank’s have faced relatively radical political challenge 

                                                       
1 See, particularly, (Every-Palmer 2017), which highlights the ways in which the RZNB’s current regulatory 
powers are highly unusual, even in this era of an increasingly delegade ‘regulatory state’. See also (Tucker 
2018) 
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(Audit the Fed, Corbyn’s review of the Bank of England etc. – for more details, see (Riles 
2018) 
 
I am particularly concerned about the oversight of the RBNZ’s prudential regulatory role. 
The background paper to this report tends to imply that current levels of regulatory 
independence are a normal setting. However, that is certainly not an accurate description of 
the UK and US systems, where far more detailed parameters are set out in primary 
legislation. (See also Every-Palmer’s review which highlights nicely how shaky the current 
regime is from the perspective of the rule of law, let alone democratic accountability (Every-
Palmer 2017)). Even the ECB appears to be subject to greater political oversight (if equally 
limited political sanction). 
 
Whilst I am generally very impressed by the Reserve Bank’s actions in practice, I am 
concerned about the robustness of its political legitimacy. It is particularly salutory to 
imagine a post-Lehman style systemic crisis in NZ.2 The RBNZ would find itself centrally 
involved in decisions on bank bail-outs, where the border between solvency and liquidity 
was  uncertain. It would also be the body solely responsible for the regulation that was 
supposed to prevent crisis. It would have no democratic-political cover for either capacity, 
yet the distributional implications and economic harm to the NZ population would be 
profound. All this at exactly the time when the Bank might find itself involved in innovative 
attempts to stimulate the economy (quantitative easing and the like). 
 
Greater political accountability is needed but greater political accountability need not imply 
reduced operational independence.3  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                       
2 In this respect, I strongly endorse the IMF’s suggestion that staff should engage in disaster management 
simulations (in the 2016 FSAP) both for their own sake and to maintain consideration of crisis when other 
decisions are being made. 
3 See, particulalry, the excellent report produced by Harvard’s Kennedy School which informs some of what 
follows (Balls, Howat et al. 2016) 
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SECTION ONE 
 
Independent prudential regulation and supervision but with greater democratic framing 
and oversight 
 
What kind of power is the RZNB exercising when it regulates? 
 
At its core, banking regulation is about trying to deliver socially-acceptable levels of risk.  
 
These are social decisions because bank failures have extremely significant externalities. 
Bank failures create costs in terms of bailouts and much higher costs in terms of 
unnecessary recessions. When a crisis hits, the authorities will have to deploy large-scale 
public resources to rescue what are publicly seen as elite, wealthy, private-sector 
institutions. The cost of not doing so is worse than the cost of bail-out. However, the 
distributional implications are very large, highly unsavoury and politically toxic. 
 
If there are few palatable choices in the middle of a crisis, there are palatable choices in 
advance in the form of good prudential regulation. The task is to pick regulatory settings 
that do a good job of balancing the risk of crisis against the dangers of stifling economic 
activity. But deciding what kind of regulation is appropriate depends on highly uncertain 
assessments of risk.4  
 
At one level this is a deeply political choice: the trade-off is highly uncertain, extremely 
significant (at least if a crisis occurs), and laden with distributional consequences. At the 
same time, assessing the consequences of any particular set of regulatory settings is 
technically demanding – what kinds of economic shock are plausible? How will they 
propogate into a crisis, given the structure of NZ banks’ asset holdings? How will different 
banks respond?  
 
Finally, at a more human or emotional level, it is politically and intellectually challenging to 
attach due seriousness to a distant but extremely important future possibility (bank failure). 
 
Who should therefore make decisions and how should they be held accountable? 
 
In political and institutional terms, there are difficult questions about who is most likely to 
make this choice rationally / in the public interest.  
 
Technocrats may be more aware of cyclical pressures to relax legislation during ‘the good 
times’ and able to resist political pressure to do so . On the other hand they may be 
susceptible to ‘soft’ or ‘social’ regulatory capture5, which may unconciously corrode their 

                                                       
4 No less an authority than Charles Goodhart frightened the UK finance select committee by arguing that post-
crisis economists should realise that they simply do not know how to evaluate risk. See also the sensible 
qualifications in (Reserve Bank of New Zealand 2018) 
5 Soft / social are meant to imply that I am not talking about bribery, lobbying or the search for ‘plum’ jobs on 
retirement. Rather, there is a tendency for financial sector voices to sound loudest in debates about finance 
and for regulators to move in a culture with strong financial sector connections. 
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prudential commitment. Pre-crisis experience in the UK and US suggests arguments for 
technocrats-as-guardians, beloved of economists and central bankers, can be over-stated.  
 
Meanwhile, theoretically, democratic accountability is appropriate where there is 
uncertainty - those who will take the consequences of decisions should be involved in 
making them. However, technical issues are often of low political salience so true 
democratic input may be limited. It is also important to consider standard collective action 
problems in which concentrated financial sector interests are easier to mobilise than the 
fragmented and emotionally distant (pre-crisis) citizen consequences {Culpepper, 2011 
#1098}. Finally, democratic law-making can be too slow to deal with rapidly emerging 
prudential issues as financial markets evolve (though this issue is perhaps less salient in NZ 
than in more significant financial centres). 
 
Neither form of oversight is perfect but institutional design should endeavour to capture 
elements of each form of accountability. 
 
Proposal:Enhancing democratic accountability without impairing operational 
independence 
 
Although the background paper for this stage of the RBNZ review is written in terms that 
suggest regulatory independence is ‘normal’, the settings in New Zealand are in fact quite 
extreme relative to other jurisdictions. In theory, the Reserve Bank has very wide discretion 
to set rules, enforce them, and vary them for particular institutions without any outside 
input ((Every-Palmer 2017)).6 In the UK and US, powers are much more tightly prescribed 
and in other jurisdictions they are subject to greater parliamentary or judicial review. The 
current balance is tilted very strongly in the direction of regulatory discretion – leaving the 
Bank potentially highly exposed politically in the event of a major crisis. 
 
The Bank’s operational independence could be made more secure and legitimate if there 
was greater (politically mandated) clarity over its targetted role in financial stability and 
greater mandated discursive political oversight (though not political veto) over its regulatory 
activities.  
 
I suggest a model based loosely on the ‘Banking Dialogue’ procedure of the ECB).7  
 

• The Minister of Finance should prepare a risk appetite statement, framed in terms of 
the predicted frequency of significant bank failures (eg. once every two hundred 
years, the figure used in the RBNZ’s most recent capital review (Reserve Bank of New 
Zealand 2018)) (Presumably, for NBDTs or insurance, similar criteria could be 
developed) 

                                                       
6 Note that, in practice, the Reserve Bank does consult on new regulation. However it is not currently required 
to do so. 
7 For a quick review, see {Fromage, 2018 #1318}. The mechanism is set out in the ‘Interinstitutional 
Agreement’ betwen the European Parliament and ECB, under s.20(9) of the SSM regulation. My emphasis on 
reviewing stress tests also draws a little on (Tucker 2018) 
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•  The Reserve Bank should have considerable autonomy to design regulations that 
meet this goal, though it should be legally required to engage in public consultation 
before any significant changes to the rules in the Handbook (or its replacement).  

• The Reserve Bank should be required to explain and justify its activities in front of a 
regular (annual?) meeting with legislators – I have in mind a Finance and Expenditure 
Select Committee hearing involving testimony from both the chair of the Reserve 
Bank’s new financial policy committee and a representative from the Bank’s 
Oversight Board (if there is one). That meeting would be based on a document along 
the lines of the one recently produced for the RBNZ capital adequacy consultation 
(Reserve Bank of New Zealand 2018) – relating an assessment of current settings to 
international best practice and New Zealand empirical evidence, including stress 
tests and a review of the report conducted by the Bank’s oversight Board. 

• The Minister of Finance should also be required to comment on the adequacy of the 
RBNZ’s settings shortly after the Committee hearing.  

• The Bank may respond to these comments but should not be obliged to alter policy 
as a result.  

• Finally, there should also be provision for the Select Committee to require Bank 
representatives to appear and answer questions between annual meetings if 
significant issues emerge. 

 
This proposal is an incremental enhancement of the status quo. It makes some exsiting good 
practice mandatory, rather than a matter of discertion. It also enhances the role of the 
Select Committee in oversight so that ‘scrutiny of reports’ is extended to a public hearing in 
which officials appear and participate in debate. It also requires the Minister to publicly 
state an opinion about regulatory settings in a way that increases the political incentives for 
oversight and engagement.  
 
The reasoning behind this proposal is as follows: 
 

• The epistemic failings of democracy (failure to understand the issues, short time 
horizons, danger of financial sector dominance) need to be balanced against the 
principle that it is citizens who bear the consequences of poor decision-making and 
who are the sole bearers of the right to determine appropiate levels of social risk 

• Nonetheless, there is considerable need for technical expertise, particularly in the 
detail of regulatory settings and much to be said for the value of judgements made 
by people who have devoted their careers to financial sector stability 

• The organising principle, then, should be that risk appetite is determined politically, 
while regulation and supervision are carried out independently. 

• In practice, though, ‘risk appetite’ is very difficult to specify in the abstract and is not 
likely to lead, straightforwardly, to a narrow range of possibilites for implementation 
that can be transparently verified. 

• There therefore needs to be an ‘intermediate’ zone of deliberation and debate in 
which the ‘political’ and ‘technical’ arms interact. Hence the procedure outlined 
above 

• As something of a by-product, one might hope that the resulting public deliberation 
would: 
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o Help to reduce the dangers of regulatory capture by enhancing publicity in 
the policy-making regime 

o Encourage self-reflection on the part of regulatory policy-makers and their 
ability to communicate the implications of regulatory choices 

o Improve understanding over time of the issues involved (amongst 
parliamentarians and, ideally, the media and broader public) (see also  

 
 
The remainder of this submission sets out what this vision implies for the questions raised 
by the consultation paper, addressed in the order they are raised in that paper. 
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SECTION TWO 
Responses to consultation questions 

 
What high-level financial policy objectives should the Reserve Bank have? 
 
 
Q.1 
The Central Bank’s high level policy should be one of financial stability. It should then 
endeavour not to compromise banking sector efficiency more than is necessary in order to 
produce its mandated level of financial stability. (What ‘stability’ means should be defined 
through processes discussed later) 
 
Q.2 
The central bank should also have a (secondary?) objective to maintain public trust in the 
way the financial system is regulated, with explicit reference to public assurance that the 
correct balance is being struck between risk and stability. 
 
Reasoning 
Political economy pressures (collective action problems, finance sector dominance, time 
inconsistency) work against financial stability. The RBNZ is its sole guardian and that role 
should take priority. 
 
Broader promotion of efficiency in allocation is a job for markets / competition not a 
regulator. 
 
Whilst competition and consumer protection are valuable aims, they are relatively easily 
separable frome the Central Bank’s core mandate and may conflict with it. They are much 
better housed elsewhere. Avoiding overlapping mandates tends to enhance efficacy and 
accountability. 
 
To the extent that the Commerce Commission’s powers to ensure competition in the 
banking sector are limited, the right solution is to ammend the Commerce Commision’s 
mandate and resources. Similarly, consumer protection sits much more logically with the 
FMA. 
 
The public trust objective may be a useful complement to broader efforts to maximise 
public awareness of the degree of public risk they are exposed to and the trade-off between 
risk and return. It has obvious synergies with the broader attempts at democratisation 
discussed above.8 
 
Who does the Reserve Bank regulate? 
 
This is not my core area of expertise (I don’t know enough about the present and likely 
future shape of NZ shadow banking), so I leave debate to others better qualified. 
 

                                                       
8 On the growing importance of Central Bank public communication as mandates expand, see Riles 2018) 
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Should there be depositor protection in New Zealand? 
 
Proposal 
 
Q 5 & 6 The paper does a good job of outlining the options around depositor insurance / 
protection and their risks, though I would place greater emphasis on small depositors’ 
inability to monitor bank risk. 
 
Q7 The case for depositor insurance is extremely strong. Depositor insurance (rather than 
protection) enables different outcomes for different kinds of depositors more easily and 
predictably than preferential treatment in bankruptcy. 
 
Depositor insurance should be set at a relatively low level – without data it is difficult to 
assess what that level should be. It should cover the 80% of accounts which have very low-
levels of deposits. It should then move up the value scale somewhat in a way that balances 
the need to avoid runs against moral hazard. 
 
Deposit insurance should be combined with mandated statements on a wide-range of bank 
literature (certainly forms for opening accounts but ideally also bank statements): that 
accounts are subject to risk; what the limits to deposit insurance are; and that the best way 
to reduce risk is through diversification. 
 
Ideally, I’d like to see accounts that are paying more than a certain level above market 
average interest rates (30%??) excluded from the deposit scheme and obliged to indicate to 
depositors that a higher rate of return implies a higher rate of risk. I would also want to 
consider leaving less-regulated deposit takers out of the net, so that making choices to 
avoid regulation can be made but the costs are, as far as possible, internalised. 
 
Q8 That approach should clarify expectations in the event of a default, reducing political 
pressure to expand the net of insurance.  
 
Deposit insurance should primarily be funded out of bank levies since it is a service to bank 
customers with benefits that are difficult to identify ex ante. Presumably there is 
international expertise available to approximately quantify appropriate provisions. 
 
(Implicitly, I am somewhat sceptical of OBR, at least if the existence of OBR leads to an 
assumption that bank failures can always be dealt with smoothly with no cost to the 
taxpayer. It has never been tried and I am not aware of a bank resolution regime anywhere 
that is enough to let taxpayers off the hook in a major crisis – because of the externalities 
involved in bank failures. The discussion in (Brunnermeier, Corckett et al. 2009) is 
particularly good. Certainly, no-one should rely on the view that OBR will be enough to 
prevent bailouts in all contingencies). 
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Reasoning 
 
Core banking services are a public good, privately provided, and should not be thought of as 
‘investments’. Public citizens’ entire financial resources are lodged in the banking system, 
yet most members of the public have precisely no ability to monitor bank balance sheets. It 
is simply ludicrous to suggest the majority of depositors can do anything to enhance rational 
market discipline.  
 
There are limited venues in which New Zealanders can place deposits, making it difficult to 
diversify risk. Most members of the public are unaware that their bank deposits are subject 
to market risk (I suspect most believe the arrangement is closer to one of banks holding ‘my 
money’ on trust). 
 
Nonetheless, those making large deposits as part of an investment portfolio or receiving 
above market rates of return should be incentivised to diversify their risk and should not 
expect government guarantees (particularly where higher than average interest rates are 
paid). 
 
 
Should prudential regulation and supervision be separated from the Reserve Bank? 
 
Proposal 
 
Q10 Generally, the pros and cons are well specified.  
 
However, I would add: 

1. there is a connection between control over levels of supervision and accountability 
for use of LOLR resources in a crisis. If the Central Bank is not responsible for 
prudential regulation, it can partially evade accountability post-crisis by blaming the 
regulator. Similarly, it is good for the prudential regulator to be exposed to the risk 
of the political and economic costs of crisis rescue and the two can be linked so that 
challenges from the financial sector wrt to ‘over-regulation’ can be met with 
reminders of the state guarantee that is unavoidably present. 

2. Central banks’ role in crisis management creates a natural synergy with regulatory 
work – since LOLR will have to make decisions about the liquidity / solvency of 
institutions.9  

3. Macroprudential policy is an intermediary role, with relationships and synergies with 
both monetary policy and the overall regulatory framework. In the UK, part of the 
macroprudential function is to publicly highlight emergent systemic risks that require 
regulation . 

 
Q11 Probably no separation  

                                                       
9 I am aware that these arguments cut both ways. A central bank with good foresight should be encouraged to 
do its prudential job properly because of its LOLR responsibilities. On the other hand there is some risk that 
regulators will exercise regulatory forbearance in a crisis to mask their culpability in the hope things will ‘come 
out right’. My view is that this danger is best dealt with through good public oversight. 
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There is some evidence that the Reserve Bank has historically been complacent about 
regulation and overly inclined to expect markets to function well (that is a global trend but 
appears particularly explicit and entrenched in New Zealand – see for example the 2016 
FSAP and the RBNZ’s response to it).   
 
Nonetheless, separation seems a relatively high-cost way of dealing with that problem. 
Significant reform to the NZRB’s governance, operations and resources would generally 
seem a better way to resolve the problem (unless ‘inside’ observers with better information 
than me believe the problems are ‘terminal’ or the Reserve Bank’s leadership appears 
unduly hostile to reform during the current process) 
 
Q12-15 I favour an ‘enhanced status quo’ option, but with the caveat that ‘enhancement’ 
would need to be very significant and concerted cultural resistance could remain a 
pragmatic reason for separation. 
 
Q15 – Enhancements 
 
The governance of financial stability needs to be considerably upgraded to reflect its 
importance. Institutional settings do not currently put enough weight on this role or provide 
the political cover that is required for such an important and potentially political set of 
policies. Hence the proposal set out in the previous section. 
 
It is also clear that supervision requires significantly more resourcing that it currently 
receives. International experience suggests that would be a good investment over time, 
even if its benefits are largely invisible.  
 
 
 
What should be the scope of the Reserve Bank’s operational independence? 
 
 
Q 16 Yes – given the extreme distributional impacts of different settings in the event of 
crisis 
 
Q17 There needs to be much more political oversight over regulatory settings than at 
present, given the massive distributional consequences of crisis (see discussion above). As 
set out in Section One, I propose something analgous to a PTA setting out Government’s 
view of the public’s risk appetite and, perhaps, other relevant policy priorities. In addition, 
there needs to be mandated regular (non-binding with respect to outcomes) dialogue 
between legislators and the NZRB and review of settings by the Minister of Finance to 
ensure political accountability and ‘cover’. 
 
Q18 Operational independence is good, within an appropriately politically framed mandate. 
Ministers shouldn’t be involved in decisions to revoke the license of particular banks unless 
there are major systemic / fiscal consequences because of potential for (perhaps perceived) 
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political bias. Rather, the correct remedy for concerns over consistency of application would 
seem to be judicial review. 
 
Q19 Administration should transfer to Treasury, consistent with my general preference for 
operational independence within a politically defined mandate. It seems highly unlikely that 
Treasury oversight over broad institutional settings would impair the Bank’s operational 
independence in stabilising prices. (Independence is not a good in itself. It is only a good 
relative to particular kinds of concern). 
 
 
How should the Reserve Bank be structured? 
 
 
Q20 The governing body should probably be a Board. The Board should be tasked with the 
kind of high-level governance functions that Boards of trustees normally deal with. 
However, the nature of Board control over the Governor needs careful thought to allow for 
rapid decision-making in a crisis.  
 
Q21 There should be a separate financial stability committee. It should monitor overall 
regulatory policy settings, with particular reference to performance in stress tests and the 
committee chair (who might be the Governor) should attend the hearings proposed above. I 
have less expertise on the process of supervision but the committee should also exercise 
high level oversight. It should have clearly defined reporting requirements and reports 
should include the reasoning for decisions made. 
 
Ideally, there should be a third separate macroprudential policy committee since the 
macroprudential skill-set sits somewhere between macroeconomics and regulation, though 
i suspect that will appear too expensive. One possibility might be for a subset of the 
monetary policy committee to meet with a subset of the financial policy committee to 
convene as a macroprudential committee, perhaps twice a year. 
 
 
 
Reasoning 
 
Q20 – Generally individual decision-making is best where there is a need for strategic 
leadership and a capacity for rapid change. Where careful consideration and diligent 
oversight is called for, multiple voices and eyes are better. Generally central banking seems 
more like the latter kind of activity.  
 
The exception is in times of crisis when it can be important to be decisive and willing to 
abandon established procedure (if not actually rip up the rule-book). The Board may 
therefore need to think carefully about how much it is willing to delegate to the Governor in 
particular circumstances.  
 
(The arguments for single leadership based on accountability seem to me to be relatively 
weak, especially if the Board is given powers to recommend the removal of its own non-
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performing members. Having a person to blame is satisfying but probably doesn’t actually 
produce marginal motivational benefits over and above Governors’ pre-existing reputational 
concerns).  
 
Q21 

• Financial stability is an increasingly important mandate.  
• It has powerful distributional consequences and it is not narrowly technical in the 

same way as monetary policy.  
• It requires significantly different skill set to making monetary policy (legislative skills 

and knowledge of the internal workings of financial institutions, rather than 
macroeconomic expertise) 

• Having a committee would facilitate external accountability in the form of reporting 
and review  

• It would also ensure that there were particular people mandated to continually 
consider and review financial stability settings and help to boost the priority of 
prudential regulation within the RBNZ (over time, institutions can have an impact on 
culture). 

 
 
How should the Reserve Bank be monitored and held to account? 
  
My chief concern is with prudential regulation, rather than monetary policy, and comments 
should be interpreted accordingly. 
 
Despite my calls for greater Ministerial and parliamentary oversight, I still think there is a 
role for something like the Bank’s board. It’s role should be to safeguard the broad public 
interest in the way the NZRB is acting and facilitate robust parliamentary and Ministerial 
oversight (‘critic and conscience’ as NZ academics sometimes like to put it). Its role should 
be primarily policy scrutiny, rather than governance/conduct (as the Board should have 
‘non-executive director equivalents).  
 
I think there is still a role for such a board because the issues the NZRB deals with are 
technical and information intense. The Finance and Expenditure committee may have 
limited capacity to challenge the information given to them by the NZRB. 
 
Ideally the Board would have funds to commission one annual expert enquiry / peer review 
of an aspect of the RBNZs activity to assist with its ongoing monitoring functions. 
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